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Dear Sirs/Madams.

I Would like to object, strongly. To the grant¡ng of a license for events at Kirkstall Abbey on

several grounds.

Firstly, noise. The Abbey sits in a valley, the sloping sides of which make for a natural

auditorium where the sound is much greater higher up the slope than it is in the Abbey grounds

itself. The noise generated by groups at events like Kirkstall Festival horrendous' We cannot

have doors or windows open and can still hear them, Nor can we sit peacefully in the garden'

As this type of event only occurs once or twice a year we put up with it but for it to happen on a

more regular basis will be unbearable.

Secondly, the parking problems. There is just not enough parking areas for traffic

attending events now. Although the council has provided yellow lines on the opposite

side of the road to out house this has resulted in even more people parking on our side

of the road and blocking visibility for us and our neighbours coming out of our drive'

The junction of orris Lane, Spen Lane and Abbey walk is a notorious black spot for

accidents, probably because traffic coming down Spen Lane, after negotiating the mini

roundabout at the railway bridge, tend to speed upas they travel round the bend which

prevents them seeing traffic waiting to turn right and definitely not seeing u8s trying to

get out of our drive. lt is dangerous in normal situations and we have had several near

misses. lt is increasingly dangerous for us when cars park on either side of our drive as it

means traffic from both directions have only one side of the road to drive on. We have

to edge out so carefully as we cannot see cars coming down Spen Lane in particular and

have to hope they see our car nudging out before they hit us! lt really needs double

yellow lines on our side of the road from the entrance to Kepstorn close and the end of

our cottages at least. And this is only once or twice a month, a hazard which will omly

increase with more events.

Thirdly, anti-social behavior. For example, drunks shouting and screaming as they walk

home and litter dropping -plus, on one occasion we caught someone urinating against

the hedge in our drive, causing stains, who then got into the car at the side of the drive'

May I say the long term residents of this area of Kirkstall are getting a raw deal these

dats. commendable though it is to provide entertainment surely there are more

suitable venues which will not affect the local residents. We have increasing number of
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days when local roads are closedforcing us to take longer circuitous routes to $et where

we want, ie a 5 minute trip to bramley took 40 minutes .

Lastly, events on a regular basis like the ones proposed, with the attendant problems

which I have mentioned will really affect the value of property in the area detrimentaly.

So please do not grant this licence which seems a good idea to people who can pack up

and go home, but not to people who have to live with it. lf you want to know what it is

like I am willing to park my car at the end of your drive and play my radio full blast with

the windows open lor 8-L2 hours.

Thank You

Yours
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